Middle School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Analyzing the Development of Plot and Characterization in “Thank You, Ma’am”
California State
Standards
(7th grade)

RL 7.3 Analyze how particular elements of a story or drama interact (e.g., how setting shapes
the characters or plot).
RL 7.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including
figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of rhymes and other repetitions of
sounds (e.g., alliteration) on a specific verse or stanza of a poem or section of a story or
drama.
RL 7.6 Analyze how an author develops and contrasts the points of view of different
characters or narrators in a text.
RL 7.10 By the end of the year, read and comprehend literature, including stories, dramas,
and poems, in the grades 6-8 text complexity band proficiently, with scaffolding as needed at
the high end of the range.

Mentor Text(s)
Content
Objectives

Instructional Foci

Depth of
Knowledge Level
Essential
Questions

Access Strategies

Students are able to:
1. use the Frayer model to access unfamiliar words in the text “Thank
You, Ma’am”
2. use the choral reading strategy to get the gist of the text
3. use Notice and Note reading strategies to question and analyze the text
4. analyze the effect of language in “Thank You, Ma’am” by completing a
contrastive analysis sentence lifting activity
5. analyze how characterization advances the plot
6. use the writing process to write a literary response essay
• Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Pedagogy
• Academic Moves
• Notice & Note
DOK 1 – Recall elements and details of story structure, such as sequence of
events, character, plot and setting.
DOK 2 – Describe the cause/effect of a particular literary and textual element.
DOK 3 – Support ideas with details and examples.
How does understanding key vocabulary terms help shape our understanding
of the text?
How does the use of Southern dialect or home language develop characters in
Thank You, Ma’am?
How do language and characterization help develop the story line in “Thank
You Ma’am?”
How can I develop my thoughts and prewriting into an organized literary
response essay?
Any of the 6 Access Strategies from the EL Master Plan page 91
ý Making Cultural Connections
ý Contrastive Analysis
ý Communal & Cooperative Learning
ý Instructional Conversations

CLR Protocols

Materials

Key Vocabulary
Culminating Task

ý Academic Language Development
ý Advanced Graphic Organizers
● Pick-a-stick
● Choral reading
● Silent Partner
● Whip Around
● Roll ‘Em
● “Thank You, Ma’am” text
● Frayer model graphic organizer
● 3 column chart – Graphic Organizer for Sentence Lifting
● Other Graphic Organizers
● Constructive Conversation Stems
● Revision tool worksheet
Pocket Book, presentable, mistrusting, barren, latchable, plot, characterization
● Mrs. Luella and Roger’s relationship changed throughout the story.
Write an essay describing how the relationship between the two
changed by the end of text. Be sure to discuss the dialogue, events
and characterization of these two characters.
Lesson Activities
Day 1
● Students will skim the text for unfamiliar words with their elbow
partners.
● They will then work with their partners to complete the Frayer model.
● Students and teachers will share out a few examples of the Frayer
Model vocabulary.
● Students and teachers will next engage in a first read of the text where
they will use the choral reading strategy.

Middle School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Analyzing the Development of Plot and Characterization in “Thank You, Ma’am”
Lesson Activities
Day 2
Notice and Note
Fiction Signpost:
Contrast and
Contradictions

● Teacher will model the Notice and Note reading strategy by reading
aloud and explaining the thinking for the opening of the text
● Students will work in groups to do a second reading of the text and
complete the Notice and Note graphic organizer
● Challenge students to think deeper by drawing their attention back to
the text to look at individual passages where there is a contrast and
contradiction signpost.
● Notice & Note – Fiction
o Ask students to identify character behaviors that signal a
contrast or a contradiction. Ask students why the author chose to
present the character this way. Why did either Roger or Mrs.
Jones act this way? What might this mean to the character?
● Remind students that you will use Roll ‘Em to randomly select groups to
share their answer to these questions. All answers need to be
supported with textual evidence to support their claims. Students work
in small groups to share information and revise the information on their
graphic organizers as needed.

Middle School/High School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Analyzing Plot and Characterization in “Thank You, Ma’am”
Lesson Activities
Day 3
● Teacher will model the activity by lifting one example of home language
from the text: “Thank You Ma’am” and translating it to standard English.
In the third column students and teacher will discuss the impact
language has on the text. Example: If Ms. Luella said “ “ in standard
English, how might that have changed the story or the impact on her
relationship with Roger?
● Students will sit with a silent partner to complete 3 column sentence
lifting chart.
● Students will first identify 5 examples of AAL home language used in
the text and write them in column one of the chart.
● Working together, they will translate them into Standard English.
● In column three they will write their view of how the different language
would have impacted the text.

Middle School/High School CLR Lesson
(5+ Days)
Title: Analyzing Plot and Characterization in “Thank You, Ma’am” by Langston Hughes
Day 4
1. Teacher will provide min-lessons on characterization and plot.
2. Students will take notes in their notebooks.
3. With their elbow partners, students will complete graphic organizer on
characterization.
4. Using constructive conversation stems students will analyze and
discuss how the characterization of Roger and Mrs. Luella advances
the plot.

Day 5
1. Teacher will deconstruct the writing prompt/culminating task with
students.
2. Students will begin the outline for their essays working with a silent
partner.

Close Reading Signposts

Notice & Note Close Reading Strategy
Contrasts and Contradictions
“Thank You, Ma’am” by Langston Hughes
What character action or
feeling was unexpected?

Page
#

What was unexpected about
the action/feeling?

Why do you think the
character acted/felt that
way?

Contrastive Analysis Chart

Sentence Lifting
Directions: Review the text. Identify examples of home language and explain the effect they have on the
overall meaning of the text.
African American Home
Language
Example as it appears in the
text
1. “Um-hum! And your
face is dirty. I got a
great mind to wash
your face for you.
Ain’t you got nobody
home to tell you to
wash your face?”
2.

3.

4.

5.

Standard English
Translation of the text
Your face is dirty. I feel like
I should wash your face for
you. Is anyone home to tell
you to wash your face?

IMPACT
How did the use of home language
versus standard English impact the
meaning of the text?
In this example, the author’s use of home
language helps the reader get a better
understanding of the emotions and
feelings Mrs. Jones had towards Roger’s
appearance. It shows that she is upset by
his appearance, but also that she cares
and wants to help him although she does
not know him. In standard English, this
would be lost.

CHARACTERIZATION CHART
Definition: Characterization is the method an author uses to acquaint the reader with the characters. Authors typically
reveal the personality traits of their characters in the following ways:
• Narrator’s statements- descriptions of the character’s physical traits and personality (telling)
Methods
• Character’s own actions— what the character does (showing)
of
• Character’s own speech & thoughts – what the character says (showing)
character
-ization
• Other characters’ actions & reactions to the character (showing)
• Other characters’ speech about or in response to the character (showing)

Trait
Character’s Name:

Character’s Name:

Evidence from Text

Page
#

Explanation of Evidence

Method of
Characterization

